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ABSTRACT
Using speech to control applications can be advantageous
to using a keyboard or mouse in a mobile environment.
However, these applications are sensitive to speech recog-
nition errors and are usually not socially acceptable. We
present a first step in exploring conversational speech inter-
faces that use socially applicable speech to cue an appoint-
ment scheduling agent. Two prototype systems for a wear-
able computing platform are demonstrated: the Calendar
Navigator Agent (CNA) and Dialog Tabs. The CNA pro-
vides relevant calendar information on the user’s head-up
display during the scheduling conversation by monitoring
the user’s utterances. Dialog Tabs captures appointment
information for later processing by the user, attempting to
minimize the user’s cognitive load during the conversation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
At this demonstration we show the operation of two speech-

controlled calendar agents for wearable computers. User in-
teraction with the agents is appropriate in the conversational
context of creating appointments, but does not require nat-
ural language processing or user modeling. With our agents,
the user purposefully restricts his speech to a known set of
terms and phrases for which the speech recognizer is trained.
These phrases are chosen to cue the agent while simultane-
ously informing the user’s conversational partner in a so-
cially applicable manner. For example, the phrase “Can we
meet November 20th?” performs a conversational function
as well as cues the user’s agent as to which day is being
discussed. This “dual-use” speech might at first seem to en-
courage stilted conversation. However, in previous work we
observed that schedule negotiation often follows predictable
scripts.

Extracting and formalizing these scripts constitutes a first
step towards creating a grammar that can be used to cue
agents while maintaining the patterns of natural dialog. We
also simplify the speech recognition problem by using push-
to-talk techniques to allow the user to specify to which parts
of the conversation the computer should attend. Therefore a
button is mounted on the user’s clothing on an easily acces-
sible location. In addition, we employ a wearable computer
equipped with a head-up display (HUD) to provide rapid
visual feedback to the user.

2. CALENDAR NAVIGATOR AGENT
The first prototype, the Calendar Navigator Agent (CNA),

is a calendar application similar to Microsoft Outlook that
is operated by speech, keyboard, or mouse and is displayed
on the HUD during the scheduling conversation. The opera-
tion of the CNA is illustrated in more detail by an example
dialog. In this particular dialog the interlocutor (I) initi-
ates the scheduling conversation. Bold text indicates speech
uttered by the wearable computer user (W) while holding
down the push-to-talk button:

I: Can we meet the 6th?

The wearable user now mounts his microphone and HUD
(usually already present), and responds while pressing the
push-to-talk button, which automatically pops up the cal-
endar application window.

W: Do you mean December 6th?

Notice that the user repeats the interlocutor’s question to
acquaint the CNA with he day to display. After the user
releases the button the recognized sentence is displayed in
the lower right corner of the HUD. This assists the user
in estimating the accuracy of the speech recognizer in the
current environment. The appropriate day is highlighted in
the a overview section of the screen and the user’s schedule
for that day is shown in more detail.

I: Yes.

The user quickly perceives at which time he is still available
and negotiates the meeting time. Unless the appointment
day changes during this phase of the negotiation, pressing
the push-to-talk button is not required because all the in-
formation about the discussed day is already visible to the
user.

W: Sure, how about 7 o’clock?
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I: Can’t do, I’m leaving for Cowboys at 6.

In addition to navigating to a fixed date, the user can also
cue the agent to display a date relative to the one that is
currently being discussed:

W: Perhaps the next day?

I: Okay. Sunday at 4PM then?

Finally the user constructs a sentence with the appointment
time in conjunction with the attendee’s name:

W: 4PM it is, Paul.

An appointment entry dialog box as appears with the meet-
ing time and summary fields already filled in, based on the
user’s utterance. If required, additional information on the
event can now be entered using the Twiddler, a one-handed
chording keyboard. The user finishes the scheduling task by
closing the dialog box manually or uttering the phrase:

W: I’ll see you later.

Note that a limited grammar was sufficient to provide the
CNA with appropriate information and was also used to
resolve a scheduling conflict. The following example conver-
sation shows that it is also possible to have the wearable
computer user start the dialog:

W: Could we meet next week on Thursday?

I: Sure, what time?
W: How about 11 o’clock?

I: Okay, see you then, Alice.
W: See you then, Boris.

The user can also get a weekly overview before choosing a
specific meeting day:

I: Can we meet in the second week of February?
W: The second week of February you said?

I: Yeah, on the 11th for example.
W: The 11th... How does noon sound?
I: That’s just fine.
W: I’ll meet you at noon then, Mary.

3. DIALOG TABS
In previous work, we observed that people do often not use

their primary scheduling device during a face-to-face con-
versation. Instead, they use other media like scrap paper
and memory to buffer appointment information, occasion-
ally reconciling with their scheduling device later. A proto-
type system called “Dialog Tabs” was designed to explore
how audio capture and speech recognition might be used to
aid postponing the processing of appointments. The system
is designed for low attentional demands during conversation
as well as fast access for when the user wants to process the
appointment.

The current Dialog Tabs prototype requires a push-to-
talk interface similar to the CNA. Again the utterances al-
lowed while pushing the button are restricted by a prede-
fined grammar, providing various ways to indicate appoint-
ment dates. In contrast with the CNA, the user does not
navigate his calendar during the conversation, but records
his speech for later processing. When the user speaks a date
during normal conversation while holding the push-to-talk
button, the system not only tries to recognize the speech,
but also stores a user-defined number of seconds of audio
from both before and after the utterance. In addition visual

feedback is generated by showing a special type of widget,
called a Dialog Tab. It is non-modal and appears as a thin
vertical bar on an edge of the HUD without shifting focus
from the user’s current application. As new appointment
scheduling events occur, tabs are stacked vertically in order
of arrival. The most recent tab is the tallest, covering twice
as much screen space as the next most recent tab. The third
most recent tab has half the height of the second most recent
tab, and so on for as many tabs as displayed 1.

During the day, Dialog Tabs may queue up, but the user
does not need to process them until he has the time and
inclination to do so. The tabs provide a constant reminder
of the appointments that need to be processed; thus the user
can postpone processing the events without fear of forgetting
them.

The Dialog Tabs require little desktop space and are de-
signed to be minimally distracting even when they appear on
a head-up display during conversation. They are also devel-
oped so that they can be processed quickly (e.g. as the user
walks to his next appointment). By placing Dialog Tabs on
the edge of the screen and taking advantage of Fitt’s law,
this interface allows the user to process tabs quickly and ef-
ficiently even in poor motor control situations such as while
walking. Hovering the mouse over a tab displays the date
discussed in the user’s conversation as parsed by the speech
recognition engine. The hovering strategy is unobtrusive;
the agent only discloses more information to the user as he
indicates deepening interest with progressively more inter-
actions. At any time the user can abandon an interaction
quickly and proceed with another task.

If the user wants to access more details about a specific
appointment, he left-clicks on the appropriate tab and a
modal dialog box appears. The dialog box shows a visual
representation of the recorded audio. The sentence that was
recognized by the speech recognition engine is displayed be-
low the audio waveform. Hovering the mouse over a word
in the sentence highlights the corresponding section in the
audio visualization and vice versa, enabling rapid indexing.
Clicking on a word or part of the waveform results in audio
playback starting at the corresponding position. The user
can also replay the entire audio sample or modify the date if
it was recognized incorrectly. The appointment can be dis-
carded or entered into the user’s calendar application with
a single key press.

For even faster processing, the Dialog Tabs can also be
discarded or added to the calendar application directly via
a pop-up menu that appears when right-clicking on the ap-
propriate tab, bypassing the modal dialog box.

4. FUTURE WORK
Besides speech recognition accuracy, there are other chal-

lenges that need to be addressed such as privacy concerns,
legal issues, increased peak cognitive load during a conversa-
tion and social acceptability. Also, more research is required
to define a grammar that is easy to remember, has limited
complexity, and does not enforce stilted speech. In addi-
tion, the inclusion of a key-phrase spotter might ease the
push-to-talk constraint for both prototypes.

1In theory, a high number of dialog tabs can be accommo-
dated, but since it is difficult to perceive a widget with a
height of only a few pixels (especially on a head-up display)
we limited the maximum number of tabs to eleven. The
twelfth tab is automatically hidden.


